Agency Integration Phases

Exploratory Phase (1–2 Meetings)
- Agency Contacts eRA
- Agency Meets with eRA
- High-Level, End-to-End Demo
- Agency Commits to Next Phase

Output
- Executive Summary

Feasibility Study Phase
- Agency Interview
- Feasibility Analysis
- Analysis Feedback
- Joint Decision to Proceed to Next Phase
- Checklist
- Business Case Exec. Summary and Recommendations
- Business Case Update
- IAA/ Interconnection Security Agreement (ISA)

Full Analysis Phase
- Fit/Gap Planning
- Fit/Gap Analysis
- Agency Commits
- Fit/Gap Plan Resources are Assigned
- Fit/Gap Document
- IAA/ISA

Implementation Phase
- Develop Project Plan
- Gather Detailed Requirements
- Software Development, Testing, and User Acceptance
- Resources are Assigned
- Requirements Doc., Iteration and Release Schedule
- Product Test Results

*Costs are based on services used, the number of applications, and the number of awards.*